Alphabetical list of subjects – University of London

**A**
Abstract Mathematics
Accounting Information Systems
Advanced Calculus
Advanced Linear Algebra
Advanced Mathematical Analysis
Advanced Statistics: Distribution Theory
Auditing And Assurance

**C**
Computer Security
Corporate Finance

**D**
Data Communications And Enterprise Networking
Database Systems

**E**
Electronic Commerce
Elements Of Econometrics
Elements Of Social And Applied Psychology
Elements Of The Law Of Contract

**F**
Financial Intermediation
Financial Management
Financial Reporting

**G**
Game Theory
Graphical Object-Oriented And Internet Programming In Java
H
Human Computer Interaction
Human Resource Management

I
Industrial Economics
Information And Communication Technologies: Principles And Perspectives
Information And Communication Technology Policy
Information Systems And Organizations
Information Systems Development And Management
Information Systems Evaluation
Information Systems Management
Information Systems: Foundations Of E-Business
Introduction Of Programming
Introduction To Business And Management
Introduction To Computing And The Internet
Introduction To Economics
Introduction To Information Systems
Introduction To International Relations
Introduction To Java And Object-Orientated Programming
Investment Management

M
Macroeconomics
Management Accounting
Management Mathematics
Management Science Methods
Management: International And Comparative Perspectives
Managerial Economics
Mathematical Economics
Mathematical Techniques Of Operational Research
Mathematics 1
Mathematics 2
Mathematics For Computing
Microeconomics
Monetary Economics

N
Neural Networks

O
Optimization Theory
Organization Theory: An Interdisciplinary Approach

P
Principles Of Accounting
Principles Of Banking & Finance
Principles Of Marketing
Principles Of Sociology
Project

Q
Quantitative Finance

R
Research Project In Information Systems

S
Software Engineering Management
Software Engineering, Algorithm Design And Analysis
Software Engineering: Theory And Application
Statistics 1
Statistics 2
Strategy
I
The Law Of Business Organizations

V
Valuation And Securities Analysis